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could not help their temporary unreality; they had only the
unselfish idea of somehow helping a friend through a bad patch;
but the effect on us, because we did not understand it, was that of
a severe snubbing: We canie prancing along sure of our welcome,
and lo! (or hello) no welcome for us, only for Belmont and her
crew. Self-defence, after we left, put us under compulsion to
dramatize the whole business, and almost at once we got drunk
and infatuated with our own imaginings. Then memory set it
in this shape of fantasy, so that it was hardly surprising, when I
brought it to Sylvia six years later, that her lack of recognition was
entirely genuine. Nevertheless (as all nations say of the war)
"They began it!" when they laid the corpse of truth flat under
the hearthstone.
Stephen Vincent Benet died not long ago, I could have supplied
Death with names from a waiting list long overdue, before he need
have struck here. Ben& wrote "John Brown's Body*'. He
wrote of:
Honesty rare as a man without sd£«pity,
Kindness as large and. plain as a prairie wind.
He wrote that Invocation for City Spring which I have already
quoted in the first chapter of this book. This sonnet on the masks
we wear, some of us always, very few of us never, comes out of
"The Golden Corpse":
The years have hardier tasks
Than listening to a whisper or a sigh.
They creep among us with a bag of masks
And fit them to our brows obsequiously.
Som'e are of iron, to affront the gay,
And. some of bronze, to satirize the brave,
But most are merely a compost of cky
Cut in the sleepy features of a slave.
In a letter to John van Druten, replying to his characteristic
comments on my new book "The Young Matriarch" (and by
"characteristic" I mean his engaging gift for getting as cross or,
as delighted with any aunt in fiction as though it were his own
aunt making a nuisance of herself in the next room) I argued that
various of my people whom he found exasperating, I found also
touching. "When I had finished writing why, I came to the sudden
conclusion that all human beings are as touching as they are exas-
perating. This is a discovery which ought to make me very
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